INTRODUCTION
Application of power to microcontroller devices can cause problems when it is not handled properly. Indication of a problem can range from corrupted memory, to unexpected operation, to no operation at all. Avoiding these problems, the device must go through a certain power-up sequence. The PIC® devices integrate several features to simplify the design for the power-up sequence. These integrated features also reduce the total system cost.

This application note describes the requirements for the device to properly power-up, common pitfalls that designers encounter, and methods to assist in solving power-up problems.

THE POWER-UP SEQUENCE
There are several factors that determine the actual power-up sequence that a device will go through. These factors are:

• The Processor Family
  - PIC16C5X (Baseline)
  - PIC16CXXX (Mid-range)
  - PIC16F1XXX (Enhanced-Mid-range)
  - PIC17CXXX (High-end)
• Oscillator Configuration
• Device Configuration
• MCLR pin

Note: The PIC16CXXX family refers to devices with a 14-bit instruction word. This does not include the PIC16C5X family.

The Power-on Reset (POR) signal generation is discussed, followed by the power-up sequence for the specific device families.

POWER-ON RESET (POR) SIGNAL
There is a basic requirement to ensure the proper operation of a PIC microcontroller and this is to ensure that device supply voltage VDD is within acceptable operation range before executing the software code. To meet this requirement, a certain sequence of events must happen, and it begins with the Power-on Reset (POR) signal.

The POR signal is a level-triggered signal. Figure 1 shows that when VDD increases from 0V to a level below Power-on Reset Release Voltage (VPOR), the POR signal is active. During this voltage transition, the device is in Reset state. Once VDD crosses the VPOR limit, the POR signal becomes inactive. This event indicates the device has a Power-on Reset (POR) and is already prepared for minimum operation. The VPOR limit is usually determined by a minimum voltage requirement of core logic, RAM data retention, Flash read, Fuse read and internal oscillator. The value of VPOR is somewhere between 1.2-2.0 volts.

VPOR ensures only a minimum operation of the device. It does not ensure that all circuits in the device will function correctly. VDD must reach at least the minimum voltage requirement of device full operation (VDDMIN) before exiting the Reset state.

FIGURE 1: INTERNAL POR SIGNAL

Note: The PIC16CXXX family refers to devices with a 14-bit instruction word. This does not include the PIC16C5X family.
When VDD is falling, the voltage at which the POR signal returns active is device-dependent. Some devices have a Power-on Reset Rearm voltage (VPORR) limit. The VPORR can be found in the DC characteristics section of the device data sheet. In Figure 1, when VDD falls below this limit and stays for a duration time of TVLOW, the POR circuit will rearm (accurately monitors the VDD level) and the POR signal becomes active again. When VDD reaches the VPOR limit again, the POR signal becomes inactive and the device leaves the Reset state. However, some of the devices do not have a VPORR limit. To ensure that these devices will have a POR, VDD must return to VSS before power is applied.

The POR signal will be generated regardless of the level of the MCLR pin. The PIC device families vary on what event triggers the next power-up sequence. Table 1 describes the events.

### TABLE 1: EVENTS THAT TRIGGER NEXT POR SEQUENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIC16C5X</td>
<td>Both the POR signal rising edge and any MCLR rising edge¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC16CXXX</td>
<td>The POR signal rising edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC16F1XXX</td>
<td>The POR signal rising edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC17CXXX</td>
<td>Either the POR signal rising edge or the first MCLR rising edge (if MCLR is low when the POR occurs). After this event, all following MCLR rising edges cause the device to start program execution immediately¹.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note 1:** The POR low-to-high transition configures Special Function Register (SFR) bits/registers to a specified value. The SFR bits/registers are not identically affected by the MCLR signal. Refer to the device data sheet to see how the bits are affected by these two conditions.

The POR sequence for each of the PIC device families is described in the following sections:
- PIC16C5X Family
- PIC16CXXX Family
- PIC16F1XXX Family
- PIC17CXXX Family
PIC16C5X FAMILY

In Figure 2, when the MCLR pin has reached a high level, the device is held in Reset for the duration of \( \text{TPOR2VDDV} \). \( \text{TPOR2VDDV} \) is the time provided by the Device Reset Timer (DRT). This time delay allows most crystal (except low-frequency crystals) to start-up and stabilize. DRT used RC oscillator and a 8-bit counter. It provides typically 18 ms time-out on the device at any Oscillator Configuration (see Table 2). Due to the characteristics of resistor and capacitors, the time-out is extremely variable over temperature and voltage. There could be a device-to-device variation. See the specific device data sheet for the range of this time-out.

### TABLE 2: TIME-OUT IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS (TYPICAL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oscillator Configuration</th>
<th>Power-up</th>
<th>Wake-up from Sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XT, HS, Lp(1)</td>
<td>18 ms</td>
<td>18 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>18 ms</td>
<td>18 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: 32 kHz crystals have a typical start-up time of 1-2 seconds. Crystals >100 kHz have a typical start-up time of 10-20 ms. Resonators are typically <1 ms. All these times are voltage dependent.

FIGURE 2: PIC16C5X POWER-UP SEQUENCE
PIC16CXXX FAMILY

After the POR rising edge has occurred, the device can have up to two time-out sequences that occur in series. The first being the Power-up Timer (PWRT), the second being the Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST).

The Power-up Timer time-out will occur if enable bit PWRTE is read as a ‘1’. The PWRT uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from an internal RC. Due to the characteristics of resistors and capacitors, this time is extremely variable over temperature and voltage. There is also a device to device variation. See the data sheet for the range of this time-out.

The OST will occur on power-up/wake-up when the device has Oscillator mode selected. This allows the oscillator to stabilize before program execution begins. The OST uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from the OSC pin. The time is dependent on the frequency of the input clock. This timer is disabled if the oscillator is configured as RC.

Figure 3 shows how the two timers work in the power-up sequence. VDD must be valid when program execution starts. The TPWRT + TOST times can be thought of as the time that the device gives for the VDD to become valid (TPOR2VDDV). Figure 4 shows when device execution begins for the case of the MCLR pin going high before TPOR2VDDV times out. Figure 5 shows when the MCLR pin is held low longer than the TPOR2VDDV time. The device starts execution immediately when MCLR goes high. Table 3 gives typical Reset times.

Note: Some devices under mid-range architecture changed the polarity of the PWRTE Configuration bit. Refer to the specific device data sheet for the polarity of this bit.

The OST will occur on power-up/wake-up when the device has Oscillator mode selected. This allows the oscillator to stabilize before program execution begins. The OST uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from the OSC pin. The time is dependent on the frequency of the input clock. This timer is disabled if the oscillator is configured as RC.

Table 3 gives typical Reset times.

TABLE 3: TIME-OUT IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS (TYPICAL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oscillator Configuration</th>
<th>Power-up T PWRT</th>
<th>Wake-up from Sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWRT = 1 (2)</td>
<td>PWRT = 0 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XT, HS, LP[f]</td>
<td>72 ms + 1024 Tosc</td>
<td>1024 Tosc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>72 ms</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: 32 kHz crystals have a typical start-up time of 1-2 seconds. Crystals >100 kHz have a typical start-up time of 10-20 ms. Resonators are typically <1 ms. All these times are voltage dependent.

Note 2: Future devices will change the polarity of this Configuration bit. Refer to the specific data sheet for the polarity of the PWRT Configuration Bit.
PIC16F1XXX FAMILY

Like the PIC16CXXX family, the PIC16F1XXX family has two possible time-outs that can occur in series after the POR signal is asserted. When enabled, Power-up Timer (PWRT) comes first followed by Oscillator Start-up timer (OST). The PWRT, BOR and MCLR features can be used to extend the start-up period until all device operation conditions have been met.

The PWRT time-out will occur if enable bit PWRTEN is read as a '0' and can be invoked also after Brown-out Reset (BOR). The device is held in Reset as long as PWRT is active. The PWRT delay allows additional time for the VDD to rise an acceptable level. The PWRT uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from an internal RC. Due to the characteristics of resistors and capacitors, this time is extremely variable over temperature and voltage. There is also a device to device variation. See the data sheet for the range of this time-out.

The OST will occur only for XT, LP and HS mode and only on Power-up, BOR, or wake-up from sleep.

The OST counts the oscillator pulses on the OSC1/CLKIN pin. The counter only starts incrementing after the amplitude of the signal reaches the oscillator input thresholds. This time-out allows the crystal oscillator or resonator to stabilize before program execution begins. The length of the time-out is a function of the crystal/resonator frequency.

Figures 6 to 9 depict how the two timers work in the power-up sequence. TPOR2VDDV denotes the allowable time for the VDD to become valid, which is also equal to the sum of TPWRT and TOST. TOST does not include the time for the crystal/resonator to react to an oscillation level detectable by the OST.

Figure 6 shows when the MCLR pin is tied to VDD, the code execution starts after TPOR2VDDV is over. Figure 7 shows the code execution in the case where the MCLR pin is released from low before TPOR2VDDV times out. Figure 8 shows when the MCLR pin is held longer than TPOR2VDDV. The device executes code immediately when the MCLR pin goes high. Figure 9 shows the code execution when Two-Speed Start-up mode is enabled. Two-Speed Start-up mode can be enabled through setting the IESO bit in device configuration. This device feature minimizes the latency between external oscillator start-up and code execution. Table 4 gives typical reset time.

**FIGURE 6: PIC16F1XXX POWER-UP SEQUENCE (MCLR TIED TO VDD)**

![Figure 6](image1)

**FIGURE 7: PIC16F1XXX POWER-UP SEQUENCE (MCLR NOT TIED TO VDD AND MCLR < TPOR2VDDV)**

![Figure 7](image2)
FIGURE 8: PIC16F1XXX POWER-UP SEQUENCE (MCLR NOT TIED TO VDD AND MCLR > TPOR2VDDV)

FIGURE 9: PIC16F1XXX POWER-UP SEQUENCE (OSCILLATOR TWO-SPEED START-UP MODE IS ENABLED)

TABLE 4: TIME-OUT IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS (TYPICAL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oscillator Configuration</th>
<th>Power-up</th>
<th>Brown-out Reset</th>
<th>Wake-up from Sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWRTE = 0</td>
<td>PWRTE = 1</td>
<td>PWRTE = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XT, HS, LP(^{(1)})</td>
<td>65 ms + 1024 Tosc(^{(2)})</td>
<td>1024 Tosc(^{(2)})</td>
<td>65 ms + 1024 Tosc(^{(2)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC, EC, INTOSC</td>
<td>65 ms</td>
<td>65 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: 32 kHz crystals have a typical start-up time of 1-2 seconds. Crystals > 100 kHz have a typical start-up time of 10-20 ms. Resonators are typically < 1 ms. All these times are voltage dependent.

Note 2: Oscillator Two-Speed Start-up mode is disabled.
When the MCLR pin comes to a high level, after the POR rising edge, the device has two time-out sequences that occur in parallel. One is the Power-up Timer (PWRT), the other is the Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST). The timer with the greater time holds the device in Reset. Figure 11 shows the sequence with MCLR tied to VDD. Figure 12 shows the time-out when MCLR is independent of VDD. The PWRT time is generally longer, except for low-frequency crystals/resonators. The OST time does not include the start-up time of the oscillator/resonator.

The PWRT uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from an internal RC. The characteristics of the RC vary from device to device and overtemperature and voltage. The specification for the time-out range can be found in the electrical specification of the data sheet.

The OST uses a 10-bit counter, with the clock from the OSC pin. The time is dependent on the frequency of the input clock.

Until MCLR has reached a high level, the next POR sequence will not start. While the POR signal remains high, all following MCLR pulses will not cause the POR sequences to occur (Figure 12).

### TABLE 5: TIME-OUT IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS (TYPICAL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oscillator Configuration</th>
<th>Power-up</th>
<th>Wake-up from Sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC, EC</td>
<td>Greater of 80 ms and 1024 Tosc</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XT, LF(1)</td>
<td>Greater of 80 ms and 1024 Tosc</td>
<td>1024 Tosc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note 1:** 32 kHz crystals have a typical start-up time of 1-2 seconds. Crystals >100 kHz have a typical start-up time of 10-20 ms. Resonators are typically <1 ms. All these times are voltage dependent.
FIGURE 11: PIC17CXXX (MCLR NOT TIED TO VDD)

FIGURE 12: MCLR OPERATION
POWER-UP CONSIDERATIONS

The device must be at a valid operating voltage when the device exits Reset. This can be done by ensuring that the power supply rise time is fast enough to reach an operating level. The rise time must be faster than 0.05 V/ms.

When VDD rise time is very slow, a potential problem might occur. In Figure 13, when VDD reached V1, time-out already expired, internal Reset ended, and the device attempts to execute code. Since V1 is lower than VDD_MIN, the device may not function properly.

FIGURE 13: MCLR TIED TO VDD SLOW VDD RISE TIME

This potential problem can be avoided if the device has an internal BOR circuit. Although the typical function of BOR is to put the device in Reset during a brown-out condition, BOR can also be used to extend device Reset during power-up (See Figure 14). When BOR is enabled, the device will remain in Reset until VDD reaches the BOR voltage limits, VBOR. BOR can be enabled through device Configuration Word bit BOREN. On some devices, VBOR is fixed, but on others it can be selected from several different voltages. VBOR limit is usually determined by a minimum VDD required by the device.

FIGURE 14: RISING VDD WITH BOR EVENT
In some devices where the POR circuit alone monitors VDD rise, MCLR should be held low until operating VDD level has been reached. This can be done using an external POR circuit (see Figure 15).

**FIGURE 15: EXTERNAL POR CIRCUIT**

![External POR Circuit Diagram]

*Note:* R < 40 kΩ is recommended to ensure that the voltage drop across R does not exceed 0.2V. A larger voltage drop will degrade VIH level on the MCLR/VPP pin.

When the rise time of VDD is very fast, there will be a time delay before the Power-on Reset (POR) signal will rise to a logic high (TP2PORH). This delay is in the 1-5 ms range, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 17, Figure 18, and Figure 19 show the maximum time from the POR sequence beginning to the device having a valid operating voltage. Table 6 gives the TPOR2VDDV times. When determining the time at which VDD must be valid, the VPOR limit must be assumed to be at the minimum VPOR limit.

### How Crystal Frequencies Affect Start-up Time

PIC16CXXX, PIC16F1XXX and PIC17CXXX families may have start-up times that include the contributions of the oscillator. Table 6 shows how the oscillator can affect each mode of operation, with Table 7 giving the Reset time that an oscillator generates. This time can be used in the equation to calculate the total Reset time, at the given frequency. This time may vary slightly due to the initial start-up characteristics of the crystal/oscillator circuit.

**Note 1:** The rise time specification does not ensure that a valid VDD operating voltage will be reached before the device exits Reset. The device’s VDD must be within the specified operating range for proper device operation.

**Note 2:** The start-up characteristics of the crystal/oscillator must also be taken into account when determining the time that the device must be held in Reset.

### TABLE 6: MAXIMUM TIME FROM POR RISING EDGE TO VALID VDD VOLTAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Family</th>
<th>OSC Mode</th>
<th>Maximum Time</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIC16C5X</td>
<td>LP, XT, HS and RC</td>
<td>9 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC16CXXX</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>28 ms</td>
<td>PWRTE = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP, XT and HS</td>
<td>28 ms + 1024 Tosc</td>
<td>PWRTE = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP, XT and HS</td>
<td>1024 Tosc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC16F1XXX</td>
<td>RC, EC, INTOSC</td>
<td>64 ms</td>
<td>PWRTE = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP, XT and HS</td>
<td>64 ms+1024 Tosc</td>
<td>PWRTE = 0, IESO=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LP, XT and HS</td>
<td>1024 Tosc</td>
<td>PWRTE = 1, IESO=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC17CXXX</td>
<td>LP, XT, EC and RC</td>
<td>Greater of (40 ms or 1024 Tosc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 16: POR DELAY FOR FAST VDD RISE TIME
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TABLE 7: RESET TIME DUE TO OSCILLATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clock Frequency</th>
<th>32 kHz</th>
<th>1 MHz</th>
<th>2 MHz</th>
<th>4 MHz</th>
<th>8 MHz</th>
<th>10 MHz</th>
<th>16 MHz</th>
<th>20 MHz</th>
<th>25 MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024 ToSC</td>
<td>32 ms</td>
<td>1.0 ms</td>
<td>512 ms</td>
<td>256 ms</td>
<td>128 ms</td>
<td>102.4 ms</td>
<td>64 ms</td>
<td>51.2 ms</td>
<td>41 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 17: MAXIMUM POWER-UP TIME, MCLR TIED TO VDD (PIC16C5X, PIC16CXXX, PIC16F1XXX, PIC17CXXX)
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FIGURE 18: MAXIMUM POWER-UP TIME, MCLR NOT TIED TO VDD (PIC16CXXX, PIC16F1XXX)
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FIGURE 19: MAXIMUM POWER-UP TIME, MCLR NOT TIED TO VDD (PIC16C5X AND PIC17CXXX)
OSCILLATOR AND RESONATOR CONSIDERATIONS

Oscillators and resonators from different manufacturers may have different characteristics. The recommended capacitor selection can be found in each device’s data sheet. When we do the capacitor selection, during the oscillator/resonator characterization, we are currently using devices from one of several manufacturers. Generally, we use oscillators from either ECS, CTS, FOX or Epson, and ceramic resonators from either Murata Erie or Panasonic. Other manufacturers may be used in the future, depending on availability and other factors.

Other manufacturers devices may have significantly different characteristics. To ensure proper oscillator operation, the circuit should be verified at the lowest temperature/highest VDD (to ensure that the crystal is not overdriven), and with the highest temperature/lowest VDD (to ensure the device still starts up) that the device will be subjected to while in the application. This ensures a stable start-up and frequency for this device, at the extreme conditions of the application.

For production purposes, the above testing should be done with many different samples of the components selected. This is so the part to part variation of the capacitors, resistors, crystals/resonators, and PIC devices are taken into account. All PIC device final data sheets supply the characterization information on the transconductance of the oscillator (measurement of gain). This information can be used to check part to part variations of the PIC device.

When selecting the crystal, the designer must ensure that it is a parallel cut type. Failure to use a parallel cut crystal may cause:

• Frequency operation out of the specified range of the crystal.
• Unreliable oscillator start-up.
• Device or crystal damage.

RAM AND SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTER INITIALIZATION

After a successful Power-up Reset, the device will begin to execute the firmware program. To have expected operation, ALL RAM should be initialized by the program. This includes the Special Function Registers (SFR) and the general purpose data memory. The use (read) of an uninitialized RAM location will cause the program to do exactly what you told it, with the unexpected RAM value. It should not be expected that all devices will power-up with the same uninitialized device values.

There are many factors that contribute to how a RAM cell powers up, but the most common pitfall is between the Windowed and OTP device types. Many times, a user forgets to cover the window after erasing the Windowed device. When the device is powering up, and the light is able to shine onto the device die, the transistor characteristics will shift. This can cause the device RAM to have a different power-up value than a device where no light can shine onto the die (OTP or covered).

Note: RAM locations should be initialized before they are used. Use of an uninitialized location will cause proper device operation with the improper values. That is, it will do what you told it to do, not what you wanted it to do.
VALID OPERATING VOLTAGE LEVELS

When the device is operating, the device voltage must be within the specified Min/Max limits. Operation of the device outside these limits may cause unexpected device operation.

One of the primary functional failure modes of a device is when the applied voltage is lower than the specified minimum requirement. This functional failure is called Brown-out. Brown-out causes the program memory not to be read correctly. For example, the program counter may be pointing to a `MOVE` instruction, but the device reads it as a `GOTO` instruction (with a random destination). This can have disastrous effects to the operation of the application. If brown-out conditions are possible, the application needs to be protected by using a brown-out circuit.

Some PIC devices have an on-chip BOR circuit. As mentioned earlier, this feature is intended primarily to put the device in Reset when brown-out condition occurs. When BOR is enabled and VDD falls below VBOR for a duration of TBOR, the device will hold in Reset. The device will remain in Reset until VDD rises again above VBOR. However, when PWRT is enabled, the device will remain in Reset for additional time specified by TPWRT. (see Figure 20).

FIGURE 20: BROWN-OUT SITUATION

When the devices do not have an on-chip BOR circuit or the application requires a different level of detection than the BOR trip point, an external BOR circuit may be implemented. Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23 show examples of external BOR circuit. Each needs to be evaluated to determine if they match the requirements of the application.

FIGURE 21: EXTERNAL BROWN-OUT CIRCUIT 1

Note: This circuit will activate RESET when VDD goes below VZ + 0.7 (where VZ = Zener voltage).
FIGURE 22: EXTERNAL BROWN-OUT CIRCUIT 2

Note: This brown-out circuit is less expensive, although less accurate. Transistor Q1 turns off when VDD is below a certain level such that:

\[ V_{DD} \cdot \frac{R_1}{R_1 + R_2} = 0.7V \]

FIGURE 23: EXTERNAL BROWN-OUT CIRCUIT 3

Note: This brown-out protection circuit employs Microchip’s MCP809 microcontroller supervisor. The MCP8XX and MCP1XX families of supervisors provide push-pull and open collectors outputs with both active-high and active-low Reset pins. There are seven different trip point selections to accommodate 5V and 3V systems.
BROWN-OUT AND THE WDT

The recommended solution for brown-out conditions is to enable the BOR feature, if available in the device, or use an external brown-out circuit. This will keep the device in Reset until a valid operating voltage is present. In the case where the device does not have a BOR feature, the additional cost of the external brown circuit can be traded off with system recovery from brown-out. Using a Watchdog Timer (WDT) can enhance the probability of system recovery from a brown-out condition.

Note: If I/O drive conflicts can cause critical problems, this technique should not be used. This is due to the indeterminate time before a device Reset could occur, which would reset all pins to inputs to eliminate any I/O conflict.

When using the WDT in brown-out conditions, care must be taken. Brown-outs may cause an unrecoverable condition, but with good design practice the probability of this can be significantly reduced.

During a brown-out, improper program execution can occur due to an EPROM read failure. This program execution can also corrupt data memory locations, which include the Special Function Registers (SFRs). Corrupting the control registers may cause hardware conflicts. For example, an input may become an output. Other conflicts are possible, but the situation will be application dependent.

As the device voltage gets lower, internal logic can become corrupted. This can include the Program Counter (PC) value, Stack Pointer and contents, state machines, data memory, etc.

When a valid voltage is returned, the device may be at an unexpected program location, possibly using corrupted values. In this situation, the device would not be expected to operate as intended and could get into a state that appears locked-up.

For the PIC17C42 in Code-Protected Microcontroller mode, once the Program Counter (PC) exceeds the 32K word boundary, the device will become locked-up. The PC can exceed the 32K word boundary from the execution of incorrect instructions (due to failure reading the EPROM) or by the PC becoming corrupted.

If the WDT is to be used to reset the device, care must be used in structuring the program. Optimally, only one CLRWDT instruction should be used. This minimizes the possibility of program execution returning to a loop which clears the WDT. This loop could then lock-up the device, since other control registers are corrupted and the device is not configured as expected. An example is; if the loop was waiting for an interrupt, but the bit that enables global interrupts was disabled, the device would no longer respond to the interrupts and would appear locked-up.

Example 1 shows a simple implementation of using the WDT Reset for system recovery. The program loops, waiting for a WDT Time-out (which clears the TO bit). After the WDT Reset, the TO bit needs to be set (by executing a CLRWDT instruction). The program should then initialize the device. Then application code can start executing. There is a possibility of the TO bit being corrupted by low voltage, and the device not being in a Reset state when the software initializes the device.

The WDT example in Appendix B: “Test Programs” uses a different method, independent of the TO bit. This uses RAM locations which get loaded with a value. A WDT Time-out (or other Reset) needs to occur. The RAM locations are verified to contain the same values. Once the RAM is verified, it is cleared, and the device should be initialized. These RAM locations can be used by the application program.

### EXAMPLE 1: USING WDT RESET

```assembly
org Reset_Address
GOTO TO_TEST ;At any reset, ;test the TO bit
org TO_TEST
BTFSC STATUS, TO ;WDT Time-Out?
HERE GOTO HERE ;NO, Wait for TO
Time_Out
;YES, Good Reset
CLRWDT ;Start here
: ;Initialize
Device
: ;Application Code
```

FALSE POWER-DOWN

In applications where power is removed from the device’s supply lines, but voltage is still applied to an I/O pin, unexpected operation may occur. Power is able to be supplied to the device through this I/O pin. Since the device is still partially powered, the internal logic is never completely powered down. Figure 24 shows the general structure of an I/O pin. Figure 25 depicts the internal voltage level that is actually applied to some device logic, versus what is seen at the pin.

To ensure a Power-on Reset (POR) rising edge, the device voltage (Vdd) must start from Vss. When the device is inadvertently powered from an I/O pin, the voltage at the Vdd pin may appear to be near ground but may actually be higher in the device. With some of the internal logic powered, the characteristics of the device can be similar to a brown-out situation. Similar design practices to brown-out should be implemented.

A method for protecting the device from being powered from an I/O pin is shown in Figure 26.
In general, an on-chip or external brown-out circuit should cause the PIC device to reset. This ensures that the internal logic is in a known state until a valid device voltage level is reached. The brown-out detection depends on the voltage range of the device and the application requirements. A comprehensive brown-out detection would use a dedicated device to monitor the voltage and force the MCLR pin low, when the voltage becomes lower than specified.

Another case of false power-down situations is when the power is removed from the system, but the capacitor loading keeps a non-zero voltage on the VDD pin. When power is reapplied, the device never powered down so no Power-on-Reset will occur. Enable BOR feature if available in the device or a simple brown-out circuit should fix this.
TROUBLESHOOTING

There are several techniques that can be used to troubleshoot problems related to powering up. First it is important to try to locate the source of the problem. These sources could be:

- No oscillation on OSC1/OSC2 pins
- Improper/no Program Execution

In cases where there is no oscillation on the OSC1/OSC2 pins, some of the following should be tried:

1. Verify that there are good connections/the components are good.
2. Verify that the crystal/resonator manufacturer is one that has been tested. If not, try other capacitor values.
3. See if an external clock (from a function generator) causes device operation to begin.
4. Verify that all components are well-grounded.
5. If a scope probe is connected to the oscillator output, it must be a low-capacitance/high-impedance probe. If it is not, the oscillator may stop.

In cases where program execution is not as expected:

1. Use a minimal program with external clock input.
2. Tie MCLR to ground until solid power is applied to the device then release MCLR (bring high).
3. Measure VDD rise time, if slower than the minimum rise time requirement, determine if the device has a feature to extend the reset time during power-up and enable it. If not available, use external reset circuit.
4. Verify that the device program memory and Configuration bits are programmed to their expected states.

The flowchart shown in Figure 27 can be used to troubleshoot power-up problems. This flowchart is only intended to be the first level diagnostic in trying to solve a power-up problem. Many other flowcharts can be used, depending on the characteristics of the problem and the set-up of the application.

CONCLUSION

Understanding the criteria for the powering up of a device will allow you to make better design choices. If device power-up problems are still encountered, many techniques can be used to solve the problem. Appendix B: “Test Programs” contains example code which can be used to verify that a device is operating (powered-up correctly). This eliminates the possibility of the program as the cause, and allows debug on the hardware.
FIGURE 27: TROUBLESHOOTING FLOWCHART

VDD ramp meets specifications?  
Yes  
No  

Device has BOR features?  
Yes  
Enable BOR  
No  

VDD in device operating range?  
Yes  
No  

Hold MCLR low until VDD valid, then raise MCLR  

Is clock present?  
Yes  
No  

Configuration bit setting?  
Yes  
Select correct bit setting  
No  

Is clock at desired frequency?  
Yes  
No  

Check the following:  
- OSC output is not over/under driven  
- Capacitors are at their proper values  
- The oscillator/resonator gives the desired value  
- The optional series resistor is a proper value  
- All components are well-grounded  

Try using an External Clock  
(select proper bit option for external clock)  

I/Os powering device prior to VDD rise?  
Yes  
Isolate device pins from voltage  
No  
Suspect software  

Does minimal program work? (Appendix B)  
Yes  
No  

Suspect device, programmer or circuit  

Suspect device, programmer or circuit  

Suspect software  

Suspect device, programmer or circuit
APPENDIX A: Q & As

Q. *When I use a windowed device (JW), my application works as expected. When I program an OTP device, it no longer works as expected. Why is this?*

A. The silicon is the same between the OTP and windowed devices. If the windowed device’s window is not covered (with black tape), light shines onto the silicon. The light causes the potential levels of gates to shift. This in turn can cause RAM to be initialized to an unknown state, which could be different than in the OTP device. If RAM is not initialized by the program before it is used, these different power-up states of the RAM could be the cause of the problem. Ensure that all RAM is initialized in the device. This includes the SFRs.

Q. *My oscillator is not oscillating, what could be wrong?*

A. There are several possibilities, some which include:
1. The wrong oscillator bit setting is selected. The erased (default) state is RC Oscillator mode.
2. The wrong capacitor values are installed. Refer to the most current data sheet for recommended values.
3. The characteristics of your manufacturer’s crystal are different than those that are characterized by Microchip. Generally, our tests have been done with one of the following manufacturers’ crystals/resonators: ECS, FOX, Murata Erie, or Panasonic.
4. The external connections to the device are wrong. Verify that all connections to the device are correct and that good signals/levels are being applied.
5. The cut of the crystal is a series type, as opposed to the specified parallel type.
6. No bypassing capacitors were used on the device. The noise on VDD could be affecting the oscillator circuitry.
7. Slow VDD rise time, which was too slow to cause a Power-on Reset (POR). The rise time should not exceed the minimum device specification. For most devices this is 0.05 V/m. Also the device must be at the minimum operating VDD of the processor when Reset is exited.
8. Ensure that the MCLR pin is not low. This holds the device in Reset.
9. A brown-out has occurred, and has corrupted the internal state machines (including the WDT). Enable the BOR feature if available in the device or an external brown-out circuit recommended to hold the device in Reset during the brown-out condition.
10. The CLRWDT instruction is not being used (often enough) when the WDT is enabled.

Q. *The device was powered-down and then powered back up, but the device does not operate. What could be wrong?*

A. Possibilities include:
1. If power was applied to an I/O pin when the device was “powered-down”, the device would be powered through the I/O pin. The internal logic is not actually powered-down, and Power-on Reset (POR) will not occur.
2. When VDD was powered-down, VDD was not given enough time to settle to 0V.
3. The VDD ramp rate is too slow.

Q. *My oscillator is oscillating, but the device is not working. What could be wrong?*

A. There are several possibilities, some which include:
1. Slow VDD rise time, which was too slow to cause a Power-on Reset (POR). The rise time should not exceed the minimum device specification. For most devices this is 0.05 V/m. Also the device must be at the minimum operating VDD of the processor when Reset is exited.
2. Ensure that the MCLR pin is not low. This holds the device in Reset.
3. A brown-out has occurred, and has corrupted the internal state machines (including the WDT). Enable the BOR feature if available in the device or an external brown-out circuit recommended to hold the device in Reset during the brown-out condition.
4. The CLRWDT instruction is not being used (often enough) when the WDT is enabled.

Q. *When I power-up the device, it does not operate and it gets hot.*

A. Your design is probably permitting fast high voltage signals (spike) onto one of the device pins. This sudden high voltage (and associated current) is in excess of the protection diode limit. The device must be powered-down (to VSS) to release this condition. This condition may cause a functional failure or affect device reliability.

All Microchip devices meet or exceed the Human Body Model (HBM) and Machine Model (MM) for ESD and latch-up.
Q. **My oscillator is oscillating, but not at the expected frequency. What could be wrong?**

A. For many designers, working with oscillators and their related issues can be complicated, since the characteristics can vary widely between manufacturers. Microchip has application notes on oscillators available at www.microchip.com. Some quick possibilities are:

1. The cut of the crystal is a series type, as opposed to the specified parallel type.
2. No bypassing capacitors were used on the device. The noise on VDD could affect the oscillator circuitry.
3. The capacitor values used are causing the oscillator to operate in one of the harmonic frequencies.

**Note:** This is not an all inclusive list. You may need to investigate other design aspects.

Q. **The device seems to never exit Reset, or is continually resetting.**

A. The **CLRWDT** instruction is not being used (often enough) when the WDT is enabled.

Q. **The device was powered-down and back up again, but it does not reset. It just starts operating immediately.**

A. Possibilities include:

1. If power was applied to an I/O pin when the device was “powered-down”, the device would be powered through the I/O pin. The internal logic is not actually powered-down, and a Power-on Reset (POR) will not occur.
2. When VDD was powered down, VDD was not given enough time to settle to 0V.

Q. **The oscillator is operating (I check it with a scope), yet when I look at other pins the program is not executing. Why?**

A. One possible reason is that when the oscilloscope probe is placed on the OSC2 pin, the additional capacitance is enough to cause oscillation to start. Removing the capacitive load of the probe causes the oscillation to stop.
APPENDIX B: TEST PROGRAMS

Software License Agreement
The software supplied herewith by Microchip Technology Incorporated (the “Company”) is intended and supplied to you, the Company’s customer, for use solely and exclusively with products manufactured by the Company.

The software is owned by the Company and/or its supplier, and is protected under applicable copyright laws. All rights are reserved. Any use in violation of the foregoing restrictions may subject the user to criminal sanctions under applicable laws, as well as to civil liability for the breach of the terms and conditions of this license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED IN AN “AS IS” CONDITION. NO WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE APPLY TO THIS SOFTWARE. THE COMPANY SHALL NOT, IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER.

EXAMPLE B-1: PIC16C5X BIT TOGGLE

MPASM 01.02.04 Intermediate CSX_B0T.ASM 12-20-1994 9:25:7 PAGE 1

LOC OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE TEXT
VALUE

0001 LIST P = 16C54, F = INHX8M, n = 66
0002 ;
0003 ;**************************************************************************
0004 ; This program is a minimum program to toggle a single I/O port pin for the
0005 ; 16C5x family of devices. The only initialization is that of the data
0006 ; direction register (TRIS) of the I/O pin and the Toggling of the pin.
0007 ; The waveform will be 1 unit high and 3 units low.
0008 ;
0009 ; Program: C5X_B0T.ASM
0010 ; Revision Date: 12-20-94
0011 ;**************************************************************************
0012 ;****************************************************************************
0013 ; HARDWARE SETUP
0014 ;       None
0015 ;
0016 ; INCLUDE <p16C5x.inc>
0017 ;
0018 ;**      Start program here.**
0019 ;****************************************************************************
0020 ; 0003 OFF9
0021 ;
0022 ;__________FUSES ( _CF_OFF & _WDT_OFF & _XT_OSC )
0023 ;
0024 ;****************************************************************************
0025 ;***      Start program here.***
0026 ;****************************************************************************
0027 ;
0028 START ; POWER ON Reset (Beginning of program)
0029 CLRF STATUS ; Do initialization (Bank 0)
0030 MOVE 0x00
0031 MOVE PORTB
0032 MOVE 0x00
0033 TRIS PORTB
0034 ;
0035 BSR PORTB, 0 ; Zero is High
0036 BCF PORTB, 0 ; One is Low
0037 GOTO lzz
0038 ;
0039 ;
0040 ;
0041 ;
0042 ; Reset address. Determine type of RESET
0043 ;
0044 IFDEF __16C54
EXAMPLE B-2: PIC16C5X BIT TOGGLE

```
01FF 0045 RESET_V EQU 0x1FF
0046 ENDIF
0047 ;
0048 IFDEF __16C54A
0049 RESET_V EQU 0x1FF
0050 ENDIF
0051 ;
0052 IFDEF __16C55
0053 RESET_V EQU 0x1FF
0054 ENDIF
0055 ;
0056 IFDEF __16C56
0057 RESET_V EQU 0x3FF
0058 ENDIF
0059 ;
0060 IFDEF __16C57
0061 RESET_V EQU 0x7FF
0062 ENDIF
0063 ;
0064 IFDEF __16C58A
0065 RESET_V EQU 0x7FF
0066 ENDIF
0067 ;
01FE 0068 PROG_MEM_END EQU RESET_V - 1
0069 ;
0070 ;
0071 org PROG_MEM_END ; End of Program Memory
01FE 0BFE 0072 ERR_LP_1 GOTO ERR_LP_1 ; If you get here your program was lost
0073 ;
0074 org RESET_V ; RESET vector location
01FF 0A00 0075 R_VECTOR GOTO START ;
0076 ;
0077 ;
0078 end
0079
0080
0081

MEMORY USAGE MAP ('X' = Used, '-' = Unused)

0000 : XXXXXXXX-------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
0040 : ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
0180 : ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------XX
01C0 : ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
01FF : ------------------ XXX

All other memory blocks unused.

Errors : 0
Warnings : 0
Messages : 0
EXAMPLE B-3: PIC16CXXX BIT TOGGLE

MPASM 01.02.04 Intermediate CXX_B0T.ASM 12-20-1994 10:18:22 PAGE 1

LOC OBJECT CODE     LINE SOURCE TEXT
VALUE

0001         LIST    P = 16C74, F = INHX8M, n = 66
0002 ;
0003 ;***************************************************************************
0004 ; This program is a minimum program to toggle a single I/O port pin for the
0005 ; 16Cxx family of devices. The only initialization is that of the data
0006 ; direction register (TRIS) of the I/O pin and the Toggling of the pin.
0007 ; The waveform will be 1 unit high and 3 units low.
0008 ;
0009 ;
0010 ; Program:       CXX_B0T.ASM
0011 ; Revision Date: 12-20-94
0012 ;
0013 ;***************************************************************************
0014 ;
0015 ; HARDWARE SETUP
0016 ;       None
0017 ;
0018 ;
0019 ; INCLUDE <p16Cxx.inc>
0020 ; P16CXX.INC Standard Header File, Version 0.2 Microchip Technology, Inc.
0020
0021 ;
3FF9 0022         __FUSES ( _CP_OFF & _WDT_OFF & _XT_OSC & _PWRTE_ON )
0023 ;
0024 ;***************************************************************************
0025 ;*****      Start program here.
0026 ;***************************************************************************
0027 ;
0000 0028 START                               ; POWER ON Reset (Beginning of program)
0000 0183            0029             CLRF    STATUS          ; Do initialization (Bank 0)
0001 3000            0030             MOVLW   0x00            ; Specify value for PortB output latch
0002 0086            0031             MOVWF   PORTB           ;
0003 1683            0032             BSF     STATUS, RP0     ; Bank 1
0004 3000            0033             MOVLW   0x00            ; Specify which PortB pins are inputs / outputs
0005 0086            0034             MOVWF   TRISB           ;
0006 1283            0035             BCF     STATUS, RP0     ; Bank 0
0007 1406            0036             BSF     PORTB, 0        ; B0 is High
0008 1006            0037             BCF     PORTB, 0        ; B0 is Low
0009 2807            0038             GOTO    lzz             ; Loop
0040 ;
0041 ;
0042 ;
0043 ;
0044 ; End of Program Memory
0045 ;
0046 IFDEF __16C71
0047 PROG_MEM_END   EQU     0x3FF
0048 ENDIF
0049 ;
0050 IFDEF __16C71A
0051 PROG_MEM_END   EQU     0x3FF
0052 ENDIF
0053 ;
0054 IFDEF __16C73
0055 PROG_MEM_END   EQU     0xFF
0056 ENDIF
0057 ;
0058 IFDEF __16C74
0059 PROG_MEM_END   EQU     0xFF
0060 ENDIF
0061 ;
0062 IFDEF __16C61
0063 PROG_MEM_END   EQU     0x3FF
0064 ENDIF
0065 ;
0066 IFDEF __16C63

IFDEF __16C71

IFDEF __16C71A

IFDEF __16C73

IFDEF __16C74

IFDEF __16C61

IFDEF __16C63
EXAMPLE B-4: PIC16CXXX BIT TOGGLE

```assembly
0067 );
0068 IFDEF __16C64
0069 PROG_MEM_END EQU 0x7FF
0070 )
0071 IFDEF __16C65
0072 PROG_MEM_END EQU 0xFFFF
0073 ;
0074 IFDEF __16C84
0075 PROG_MEM_END EQU 0x3FF
0076 ;
0077 IFDEF __16C84A
0078 PROG_MEM_END EQU 0x3FF
0079 ;
0080 org PROG_MEM_END ; End of Program Memory
0081 ;
0082 ERR_LP_1 GOTO ERR_LP_1 ; If you get here your program was lost
0083 ;
0084 ;
0085 0xFFF 2xFFF
0086 ;
0087 ERR_LP_1 GOTO ERR_LP_1 ; If you get here your program was lost
0088 ;
0089 ;
0090 end
0091 ;
0092 ;
0093 ;
0094 ;
0095 ;
```

MEMORY USAGE MAP ('X' = Used, '-' = Unused)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0F80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0FC0</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other memory blocks unused.

Errors : 0
Warnings : 0
Messages : 0

Note: Special Function Register data memory locations, in Bank 1, are specified by their true address in the file PIC16CXXX.INC. The use of the MPASM™ assembler will generate a warning message, when those labels are used with direct addressing. Warning messages can be turned off with an assembler option.
EXAMPLE B-5: PIC16F1XXX BIT TOOGLE

File Name: PIC16F1XX toggle bit.asm

;Summary:
; This program is a minimum program to toggle a single I/O port pin for the
; 16F1XXX family devices.

;Generation Information:
; Device        : PIC16F1xxx
; Compiler      : MPASMWIN v5.54
; MPLAB         : MPLAB X IDE v2.0

*******************************************************************************
*******************************************************************************
Copyright (c) 2013 released Microchip Technology Inc. All rights reserved.

;Microchip licenses to you the right to use, modify, copy and distribute
;Software only when embedded on a Microchip microcontroller or digital signal
;controller that is integrated into your product or third party product
;(pursuant to the sublicense terms in the accompanying license agreement).
;
;You should refer to the license agreement accompanying this Software for
;additional information regarding your rights and obligations.
;
;SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
;EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF
;MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
;IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROCHIP OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE OR OBLIGATED UNDER
;CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, CONTRIBUTION, BREACH OF WARRANTY, OR
;OTHER LEGAL EQUITABLE THEORY ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OR EXPENSES
;INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE OR
;CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA, COST OF PROCUREMENT OF
;SUBSTITUTE GOODS, TECHNOLOGY, SERVICES, OR ANY CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES
;(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY DEFENSE THEREOF), OR OTHER SIMILAR COSTS.
*******************************************************************************

#include <p16F1XXX.inc>

;This configuration bits setting may change from device to device

__CONFIG _CONFIG1, _FOSC_XT & _WDT_OFF & _PWRT_OFF & _MCLRE_OFF & _CP_OFF & _CPD_OFF & _BOREN_ON &
_CLKOUTEN_OFF & _IESO_OFF & _FCKSM_OFF
EXAMPLE B-6: PIC16F1XXX BIT TOOGLE

;CONFIG _CONFIG2, _WRT_OFF & _VCAPIEN_OFF & _PLLEN_OFF & _STVREN_OFF & _BORV_HI & _LVP_OFF

org 0x00
goto START

org 0x04
retfie

org 0x05
START
    banksel PCON ;goto BANK1
MMP  btfsc PCON, NOT_POR ;check if POR occurs
    goto MMP ;if not code will stay in the MMP loop

MCG  btfsc PCON, NOT_BOR ;check if BOR occurs
    goto MCG ;if not code will stay in the MCG loop

    banksel TRISB ;goto BANK1
    movlw 0x00 ;initialize PortB pins as an outputs
    movwf TRISB
    banksel PORTB ;goto BANK0
    movlw 0x00 ;initialize PORTB
    movwf PORTB

    banksel PORTB ;if POR and BOR occur RB1 toggles
MUP  bsf PORTB, RB1 ;RB1 is high
    bcf PORTB, RB1 ;RB1 is low
    goto MUP ;MUP loop

END
EXAMPLE B-7:  PIC17CXXX BIT TOGGLE

MPASM 01.02.04 Intermediate  P17_B0T.ASM  12-19-1994  17:15:3

LOC   OBJECT CODE     LINE SOURCE TEXT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>LIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0002</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0003</td>
<td>;******************************************************************************</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0004</td>
<td>; This program is a minimum program to toggle a single I/O port pin for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0005</td>
<td>17Cxx family of devices. The only initialization is that of the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0006</td>
<td>direction register (DDR) of the I/O pin and the Toggling of the pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0007</td>
<td>; The waveform will be 1 unit high and 1 unit low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0008</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0009</td>
<td>; Program:  P17_B0T.ASM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010</td>
<td>; Revision Date:  12-20-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0011</td>
<td>;******************************************************************************</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0012</td>
<td>; HARDWARE SETUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0013</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0014</td>
<td>;       INCLUDE &lt;p17Cxx.inc&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0019</td>
<td>;******************************************************************************</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0020</td>
<td>;*****      Start program here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0021</td>
<td>;******************************************************************************</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0024</td>
<td>;******************************************************************************</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0028</td>
<td>START</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0029</td>
<td>CLRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0030</td>
<td>CLRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0031</td>
<td>MOVLW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0032</td>
<td>MOVWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0033</td>
<td>MOVLW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0034</td>
<td>MOVWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0035</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0036</td>
<td>lzz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0037</td>
<td>GOTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0038</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0039</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0041</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0042</td>
<td>; End of Program Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0043</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0044</td>
<td>IFDEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0045</td>
<td>PROG_MEM_END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0046</td>
<td>ENDIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0047</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0048</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0049</td>
<td>org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0050</td>
<td>ERR_LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0051</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0052</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0053</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0054</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0055</td>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEMORY USAGE MAP ('X' = Used,  '-' = Unused)

---

Errors : 0
Warnings : 0
Messages : 0
EXAMPLE B-8: WDT RESET WITH RAM VERIFY

MPASM 01.20 Released          BO_RAMT.ASM   6-30-1995  16:04:36         PAGE  1

LOC  OBJECT CODE     LINE SOURCE TEXT
VALUE

00001  LIST    P = 17C44,  F = INHX32, n = 66
00002 ;
00003 ;**************************************************************************
00004 ;
00005 ; This program is a minimum program to recover from a brown-out condition thru
00006 ; the use of the WDT. The method is to load RAM locations with a known value
00007 ; and compare these locations after any RESET. If the RAM location matches the
00008 ; expected value then program flow can continue. The longer this RAM string
00009 ; is, the greater the probability that the RAM would NOT power up in that state.
00010 ;
00011 ;
00012 ; NOTE: This does not Guarantee device recovery, due to the random start-up
00013 ; point after brown-out. This point could be a loop with a CLRWDT
00014 ; instruction. The recommended solution is to always use a brown-out
00015 ; circuit.
00016 ;
00017 ; Program: BO_RAMT.ASM
00018 ; Revision Date: 06-29-95
00019 ;
00020 ;**************************************************************************
00021 ;
00022 ; HARDWARE SETUP
00023 ;       None
00024 ;
00025 ;
00026 ;
00027 TRUE EQU 1
00028 FALSE EQU 0
00029 ;
00030 Debug EQU TRUE
00031 #define __CONFIG __FUSES
00032 ;
00033 INCLUDE <DEV_FAM.inc>
00034 ;
00035 if ( P16C5X )
00036 INCLUDE <p16C5x.inc>
00037 __CONFIG ( _CP_OFF & _WDT_ON & _XT_OSC )
00038 endif
00039 ;
00040 if ( P16CXX )
00041 INCLUDE <p16Cxx.inc>
00042 __CONFIG ( _CP_OFF & _WDT_ON & _XT_OSC & _PWRTE_ON )
00043 endif
00044 ;
00045 if ( P17CXX )
00046 INCLUDE <p17Cxx.inc>
00047 __CONFIG ( _MC_MODE & _WDT_NORM & _XT_OSC )
00048 endif
00049 ;
00050 if ( P16C5X + P16CXX + P17CXX != 1 )
00051 MESSG "WARNING - USER DEFINED: One and only one device family can be selected"
00052 endif
00053 ;
00054 list
00055 INCLUDE <BO_RAMT.inc>
00056 list
00057 INCLUDE <PMEM_END.inc>
00058 ;**************************************************************************
00059 ;***** Start program here.
00060 ;**************************************************************************
00061 ;
00062 org Reset_Address
00063 ; in the LIST directive
### Example B-9: WDT Reset with RAM Verify

```asm
00064  if ( P16C5X )
00065  org 0h    ; Override the start of this code.
00066  CLRF STATUS ; Force program memory to Page 0
00067  CLRF FSR ; Force Data Memory to Bank 0
00068  endif
00069 ;
00070  if ( P16CXX )
00071  CLRF PCLATH ; Force program memory to Page 0
00072  CLRF STATUS ; Force Data Memory to Bank 0
00073  endif
00074 ;
00075  if ( P17CXX )
00076  CLRF PCLATH, F ; Force program memory to Page 0
00077  CLRF BSR, F ; Force Peripheral / GP Data Memory to Bank 0
00078  endif
00079 ;
00080  GOTO RAM_TEST ; At any reset,
00081 ; test the RAM
00082 ;
00083  ; In RAM_TEST, program execution is held-off until a valid "warm" reset
00084 ; occurs. That is, the contents of some RAM locations retain the
00085 ; values that were written to them. The probability that the RAM would power-up
00086 ; in that state is dependent on the number of bytes of RAM used. The
00087 ; more RAM, the less the probability (probability = 1 / ( 2 ** 8(N+1) ).
00088 ;
00089 ;
0100  org MAIN ; In Program Memory Page 0
0100  RAM_TEST
0100  B0A5   MOVLW BYTE_0
0101  0520   SUBWF RAM0, F
0102  9204   BTFSS STATUS, Z ; Result = 0?
0103  C110   GOTO LD_RAM ; NO, Load RAM
00095
0104  B00F   MOVLW BYTE_1 ; YES, Check next
0105  0521   SUBWF RAM1, F ; location
0106  9204   BTFSS STATUS, Z ; Result = 0?
0107  C110   GOTO LD_RAM ; NO, Load RAM
0101
0108  B05A   MOVLW BYTE_n ; YES, Check nth
0109  0522   SUBWF RAMn, F ; location
010A  9204   BTFSS STATUS, Z ; Result = 0?
010B  C110   GOTO LD_RAM ; NO, Load RAM
0109 ;
0110  if ( P16C5X || P16CXX )
0111  CLRF RAM0 ; YES, Time-out
0112  CLRF RAM1 ; occurred, clear
0113 ; ; RAM locations
0114 ; ;
0115  CLRF RAMn ;
0116  endif
0117 ;
0118 ;
0119  if ( P17CXX )
0120  CLRF RAM0, F ; YES, Time-out
0121  CLRF RAM1, F ; occurred, clear
0122 ; ; RAM locations
0123 ; ;
0124  CLRF RAMn, F ;
0125  endif
0126 ;
0127  GOTO Time_Out ; Initialize Device
0128 ;
0129  LD_RAM
012C  B0A5   MOVLW BYTE_0 ; Load RAM
0131  B00F   MOVF RAM0 ; locations to
0132  B012   MOVLW BYTE_1 ; compare against
```

---

 Disclaimer: This content is for educational and reference purposes only. Always consult the official documentation and refer to the specific processor's datasheet for the most accurate and up-to-date information. This example is based on Microchip Technology Inc.'s processors and may not be applicable to all 8-bit microcontroller families. The code snippets are provided as a general representation and might need to be adapted to specific use cases. Always test your code thoroughly and adapt it to fit your specific requirements.
EXAMPLE B-10: WDT RESET WITH RAM VERIFY

```
0113 0121          00133         MOVWF RAM1          ;
0114 B05A          00134         MOVLW BYTE_n        ;
0115 0122          00135         MOVWF RAMn          ;
011C 0126          00136         GOTO HERE          ; Wait for WDT TO
0117 0004          00137         Time_Out          ; YES, Good Reset
0117 0014          00138         CLRWDT          ; Start here
0118 0015          00139         HERE    GOTO   HERE          ; Wait for WDT TO
0117 0016          00140         Time_Out                     ; YES, Good Reset
0117 0017          00141         CLRWDT               ;   Start here
0118 0018          00142         ;       :                    ; Initialze Device
0119 0019          00143         ;       :                    ;  Application Code
011A 001A          00144         if ( Debug )             ;
011B 001B          00145         if ( P16C5X )             ;
011C 001C          00146         CLRF PORTB          ; PORTB output latch is cleared
011D 001D          00147         MOVLW 0x00          ;
011E 001E          00148         TRIS PORTB          ; Port B is output
011F 001F          00149         BCF PORTB, 0          ;
0120 0020          00150         BSF PORTB, 0 ; Toggle pin B0
0121 0021          00151         endif
0122 0022          00152         ;
0123 0023          00153         if ( P16CXX )             ;
0124 0024          00154         CLRF PORTB, F          ; PORTB output latch is cleared
0125 0025          00155         MOVLW 0x00          ; Bank 1
0126 0026          00156         TRIS PORTB          ; Port B is output
0127 0027          00157         BCF STATUS, RP0        ; Bank 0
0128 0028          00158         BCF PORTB, 0          ;
0129 0029          00159         BSF PORTB, 0 ; Toggle pin B0
012A 002A          00160         endif
012B 002B          00161         ;
012C 002C          00162         if ( P17CXX )             ;
012D 002D          00163         CLRF PORTB, F          ; PORTB output latch is cleared
012E 002E          00164         TRIS PORTB          ; Port B is output
012F 002F          00165         BCF PORTB, 0          ;
0130 0030          00166         BSF PORTB, 0 ; Toggle pin B0
0131 0031          00167         endif
0132 0032          00168         ;
0133 0033          00169         if ( P16C5X )             ;
0134 0034          00170         GOTO Time_Out          ; Return to start of Program
0135 0035          00171         ;
0136 0036          00172          ERR_LP_1         ; If you get here your program was lost
1FFF 0037          00173         ERR_LP_1          ; This will cause the Program memory rollover
1FFF DFFF          00174         GOTO ERR_LP_1          ; for PIC16C5X devices
0000 : XXX-------- 000010 : ------------- 000020 : ------------- 000030 : -------------
0040 : ------------- 00410 : ------------- 00500 : ------------- 00510 : -------------
0100 : XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 01010 : ------------- 01020 : ------------- 01030 : -------------
0140 : ------------- 01410 : ------------- 01F00 : X------------- 01F10 : -------------
01FC0 : ------------- 01FC1 : ---------------------------X 02000 : -------------
FE00 : X------------- 02010 : ------------- 02020 : -------------
FE40 : ------------- 02030 : ------------- 02040 : -------------

MEMORY USAGE MAP ('X' = Used, '-' = Unused)

All other memory blocks unused.
```

Errors : 0
Warnings : 0
Messages : 0
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

- Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
- Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
- There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.
- Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
- Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”
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